
BRACTON
PARTNERS IN DELIVERING THE PERFECT BEER 
Keg to glass cleaning guide for small commercial bars



CLEAN CAUTION FAIL

Range 1.0 - 2.5 2.5 - 3.0 >3.0

SAMPLING RESULTS PRIOR AFTER

Control swab N/A 1.3

Keg coupler 5.0 ??

Beer tap 2.1

Rinse water 1.5

Complete clean.
Cleans every part of your 

beer system from keg coupler 
to beer tap. The best solution 

for small beer systems

Safety assured.
Utilising the latest chemical 

technology, Bracton Craft 
Beerline Cleaner provide a 100% 

clean without corrosives.

Bracton Craft Beerline Cleaner
> Award winning technology*
> Industry leading results
> Non dangerous goods

*SafeWork NSW Government - Safety award and NSW AHA best quality draught beer 
awarded to Oaks hotel using product.

BEER LINE CLEANING FOR SMALL VENUES
Utilising Craft line cleaning technology

Easy to use.
Mix water and beer line cleaner, 

connect the keg couplers and 
draw through the lines. 

Wait then rinse lines with water. 

Routine beer system cleaning assists with the 
right equipment ensures draught beer tastes as 
the brewer intended. 

This is why we recommend stainless keg cleaning 
vessel with keg coupler connections and Bracton 
craft beer line cleaner as the best solution for 
small beer systems cleaned from keg coupler to 
beer tap. 

360o

Options
> 15L Stainless vessel (2 outlets)
> Chemical package (vessel+ 15L chemical)

AWARD 
WINNING 

NON 
HAZARDOUS

SOLUTION
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The lead used in conjunction with the 
Bracton craft beer line cleaner will ensure 
your tap will be mould and bacteria free.

Simple and easy to use simply push onto 
the tap ( 10mm bore ) and allow the cleaner 
to sit in the line allowing full sanitation of 
the tap during the 2 hour soak time.

The simple method to reduce barflies 

Keep your beer taps clean and safe with the 
Bracton beer tap plug! Stop wasting time wrapping 
beer taps overnight, to keep bar flies, dust, and 
other contaminants out! 

These innovative plugs are inserted into the 
ends of your beer tap, and when removed, they 
help eliminate the build-up of contaminants and 
microorganisms that cause bad tasting beer and 
pose a health risk.  

Clean Plugs  TA1175 (10 pack) or TA1180 (50 pack)
Plug Sanitiser and bucket TA1182

Perlick beer taps

Perlick forward sealing tap are unique in both 
appearance and functionality. A revolutionary ball 
and floating seal design prevents beer from being 
exposed to air. 

As a result the handle wont stick and there is no 
mould and bacteria in the tap body. Fewer internal 
parts mean better reliability and fewer parts

TAP HYGIENE SOLUTIONS
Utilising Craft line cleaning technology

New product!



Bracton Industries (NSW) Pty Limited
50 Chard Road, Brookvale NSW 2100
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Glass hand scrubbing
Bracton Glass scrubbing brush covers contours 
of most glass ensuring an optimal clean. 
Removes tough stains with ease.

Bracton Bubbles 
Unlike traditional dishwashing detergents. 
bubble will not leave a film or residue on 
glasses. Bubble is free rinsing, allowing 
carbonated drinks to stay bubbly and fresh 
tasting. 

No other detergent will prevent beverage 
damage . Bracton Bubble is effective in hot and 
cold water.

Bracton Commercial Glasswashers
Bracton Glass Washers incorporate top and 
bottom wash / rinse arms allowing the glasses 
to have a total clean! 

At the end of the week, Bracton’s unique soak 
cycle eliminates hand scrubbing for good, 
providing superior results while saving your 
venue on labour. Clean glasses deliver better 
head retention and taste for beer and better 
carbonation of soft drink.

Bracton RTU Glass wash
Brewery approved Glasswash eliminates the 
need for drying agents such as rinse aids. This 
specially formulated non-hazardous detergent 
hygienically cleans and lifts stains from beer 
glasses. 

Bracton Glasswash delivers cleaner glasses 
and polycarbonate whilst eliminating many 
of the common safety issues associated with 
corrosive glass detergents.

PERFECT GLASS CARE


